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The homology of some groups of diffeomorphisms

Dusa McDuff(1)

§1. Introduction

In this paper I will develop some methods, originated by Segal, for dealing
with groups of homeomorphisms and diflfeomorphisms. Their main application
hère is to proving the topological case of the Mather-Thurston theorem which
relates groups of homeomorphisms to Haefîiger's classifying space for foliations.
However, §5 will discuss the Cr-case. Its conclusions are used in [8] to prove the
Cr-version of this theorem, for l<r<oo.

The results can be stated as follows. Let X be a connected, topological
n-manifold, possibly with boundary and with trivial ends. (Thus X is contained in
a compact manifold X, where X - X is a possibly empty union of components of
the boundary of X.) Let VtomX be the homeomorphism group of X with the

compact-open topology, and let Hom X be the same group with the discrète

topology. There is a natural map B Hom X—*B Wom X, and we dénote its
homotopy fibre by B ytotn X. Then the following is true:

ASSERTION. This homotopy fibre B VCom X has trivial integer homology.

A completely équivalent statement is that the mapping B Hom X—» B Wom X
is a homology équivalence, i.e. induces an isomorphism on homology with ail local
coefficients coming from B %€om X (see [5]). In some cases the homology groups
of B ytom X are known (for instance the stability theorems of [6] V §5 give some
information about Ht(B ^Rn;Z) for i<n + 2), and so this amounts to a

computation of H*(B Hom X).
This assertion will be proved in §2 for ail closed manifolds and for compact

n-manifolds with boundary where n ^2. The case of non-compact manifolds and
the case of the unit interval are not covered by this proof but do follow if we also
make use of Segal [21]. (See Remark 2.16.) When X is closed this theorem is due
to Thurston [23], but no proofs hâve yet been published except in the case n 1

lfThis paper was wntten at the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, with support from the
NSF
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98 DUSA MCDUFF

(see [12] and [23]). However, in the Cr-case, r>l, Mather [13] has worked out
the détails of the proofs of Thurston's results. See also [22].

More generally, if A is a closed subset of X there is a corresponding resuit for
B W#m (X, rel A), where yt&m (X, rel A) is the group of ail homeomorphisms of X
which are the identity near A, with the direct-limit topology. (See §2.) In the case

when X is compact and ôXçA, this resuit is due to Mather [12] for n 1 and to
Thurston [23] for n>l. Its main conséquence is the following:

THEOREM 1.1. (Mather-Thurston) RTS is weakly contractible, Le. has the

weak homotopy type of a point.

Hère BF% is Haefliger's classifying space for topological foliations of codimen-
sion n with trivialized normal bundles. Again, no published proof of this has

appeared except when n 1, see [12].
This paper is organized as follows. In §2, the above theorems are proved by

means of an inductive technique very like the immersion-theoretic method
described in [6] V. The arguments are based on two key results (Propositions 2.1

and 2.2). Thèse are due to Segal, and I am very grateful to him for explaining
them to me. The first one, which is proved in §4, says that for certain nice pairs of
manifolds (X, Y), the inclusion B ytom® (X, Y)CZ*B Mom X is a weak équivalence,
where ytem® (X, Y) is the identity component of the submonoid of W^m X
consisting of ail homeomorphisms which embed Y into itself. The advantage of
considering %C#mo (X, Y) instead of Wom X is that there is a restriction map from
Womo (X, Y) to %mé Y, the monoid of self-embeddings of Y, and it is on the

properties of this restriction map that the whole argument is based. Indeed, the
second resuit, which is proved in §3, says that this restriction map gives rise to a

homology fîbration séquence. (See Proposition 3.8.) In §5, proofs are given of the
extensions of thèse basic results to monoids of Cr-embeddings which are used in
[8] to relate thèse monoids to the classifying space for foliations. Readers who are
interested only in §5 should start there, referring back to §3 and §4 as necessary.
The Appendix is an erratum to [8]. (The "thin" realization of BF was used there
instead of a "thick" realization.) Also, errors in the proof of the homology
fibration theorem [9] Proposition 2 are corrected in Lemma 3.1 below.

I wish to thank D. B. A. Epstein very warmly for his detailed and constructive
criticism. As well as pointing out the errors mentioned above, he suggested many
improvements to the présent paper, including the use of the category ^^ [24].

§2. The acydidty of B W»m (X, rel A)

We begin by establishing some notation which will be used throughout §§2-4.
As already mentioned, X dénotes a connected topological n-manifold, possibly
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with boundary, which has trivial ends. Y will dénote an n-dimensional sub-
manifold of X which is cleanly embedded in X (see [6] I §2). This means that the

pair (X, Y) is locally homeomorphic to the pair (R+ x Rnl, R+ x R+ x Rn~2) where
R+ is the interval [0, oo). Thus Y is a closed subset of X. Also its frontier Fr Y is

bicollared. We will call such a pair (X, Y) of manifolds a nice manifold pair.
(Essentially the same définition was given in [8], modulo compactness assump-
tions.) Finally, A will dénote a closed subset of X such that the set (Fr Y)-A is

relatively compact in X
We define Utom (X, Y, rel A) to be the subspace of Mom (X, rel A) consisting

of ail homeomorphisms h which embed Y in itself. Since h need not take Y onto
Y, the éléments of 2€#m(X, Y, rel A) form a monoid instead of a group.
Wom(X, Y, rel A) is given the direct limit topology. Thus it is the limit
lim3£W*(X, Y, rel U), where U runs over the set of ail open neighbourhoods of
A*in X, and where 2iW(X, Y,rel U) {he2e#mX:h(Y)^ Y, fi id on U] is

given the compact-open topology. Since yt&m (X, Y, rel U) is first countable, it is a

fc-space (i.e. a compactly generated Hausdorff space). Hence the direct limit
Wom (X, Y, rel A) is also a fc-space. We will work throughout this paper in Vogt's
category VC^ (see [24] §5) which contains ail k-spaces, and is better behaved than
the category of k-spaces. In particular, any product l/x V is to be understood as

a product in W^ê and so has a topology which may be finer than the usual product
topology. (More information about 2^ is given in §3 below.)

Now let f^ (X, Y, rel A) be the identity component of Worn (X, Y, rel A),
and write Hom(X, Y, rel A) and Hom0(X, Y, rel A) for the corresponding
discrète monoids. Further, let Embx(Y,relA) (resp. Embx (Y, rel A)) dénote the
quotient Hom (X, Y, rel A)/~ (resp. Hom0(X, Y, rel A)/~), where h-h' if and

only if h h' near Y. Thus Embx Y, rel A) is a discrète monoid whose éléments
can be thought of as germs at Y of embeddings of neighbourhoods of Y, which
extend to homeomorphisms of X, are the identity near A, and moreover are
homotopic to the identity through such embeddings. Note that such an embedding
must take dXCidY into itself. Since (Fr Y) —A is relatively compact, it follows
from the isotopy extension theorem of Edwards and Kirby that Embx Y, rel A)
Embx(Y,rel Y H A). (See Cor. 1.2 of [3], and the remark on p. 79 after its

proof.) This need not be true for Embx (Y, rel A). Also, Embx(Y,rel A)
Embo (Y, rel Z HA) whenever Z is a neighbourhood of Y in X.

Since Embx(Y, rel A) does not hâve a natural (non-discrete, Hausdorff)
topology, we define the associated topological monoid by a slightly différent
construction as follows. Let £W(Y, rel Y H A) be the space of ail self-
embeddings of Y which are the identity on some neighbourhood of Y H A, with
the direct limit topology as before, and write &W0(Y, rel Y H A) for its identity
component. The monoid 8WX (Y, rel A) is defined to be the image of

Y, rel A) in &W0 (Y, rel Y H A) under the restriction map, with the
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subspace topology. Since (Fr Y) —A is relatively compact, it follows from the
results of [3] that the subspace and quotient topologies on £W*(Y, relA)
coincide. Thus this monoid is a fc-space. Notice also that ^W£(Y, rel A) equals
2£Weo(X, rel A) if Y X, and, by the isotopy extension theorem, equals
&W0 (Y, rel A) if Y is a compact submanifold in the interior of X.

The homotopy fibre of the natural map from B Emb*(Y, rel A) to
Bff««4o (Y,relA) will be called B &W£(Y,rel A). Since 2fcW(X,relA) is a

group, it follows from Lemma 3.5 below that B %C#mo(X, rel A) —

B %€#*n(Xy rel A). (Because it is not known whether the group ^«X has the

homotopy type of a CW complex, the symbol — will be used to dénote a weak

équivalence.)
We are now ready to state the two propositions which form the basis for our

argument.

PROPOSITION 2.1. If (X, Y) is a nice pair and Aisa closed subset of X such

that (Fr Y) —A is relatively compact, then the inclusion

Y, rel A)C^B Mom (X, rel A)

is a weak équivalence.

PROPOSITION 2.2. If X, Y, and A are as in Proposition 2.1, then the

séquence

B Womo (X, rel YU A)-*B ytom* (X, Y, rel A)ÛB %mâ%(Y, rel A)

is an integer homology fibration séquence. In other words, the inclusion of
B3£W*o(X, rel YUA) into the homotopy fibre of p induces an isomorphism on
(untwisted) integer homology. Hère p is the map obtained by restriction of homeo-

morphisms to (a neighbourhood of) Y.

Thèse two propositions are due to Segal, and will be proved in §3 and §4. The

following are immédiate corollaries. Recall that a space is said to be acyclic if it
has trivial integer homology.

COROLLARY 2.3. // B Womo (X, rel YUA) is acyclic, then p is a homology
équivalence, Le. it induces an isomorphism on homology for ail local coefficients.

This follows easily by the arguments of [5].
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COROLLARY 2.4. Let X, Y, and A be as in Proposition 2.1. Then, if
B Wem(X,rel Z) is acyclic for Z A, Y and YU A, it is acyclic for Z=YDA
also.

Proof Consider the commutative diagram

B Womo (X, rel Y U A) > B Vtom* (X, Y, rel A) -^-* B £W? (Y, rel A)

el Y) >B3&n«o(X, Y, rel Y H A)—U B &*#(Y,rel YHA),

where the vertical maps a, /3, 7 are inclusions. It was remarked above that y is an
equality. Also, since for any Z

B Wom* (X, rel Z) -B Kern (X, rel Z),

our hypothèses imply that both B ftom* (X, rel Y U A) and B X*mo (X, rel Y) are
acyclic. Therefore, by Corollary 2.3, both a and t are homology équivalences.
But, by Proposition 2.1, B 3ïWo (X, Y, rel A)^B Mom (X, rel A) and so is acyclic.

Therefore, B &W? (Y, rel A) B %*n6%(Yfre\ Y H A) is acyclic. It follows
that B3fcWe(X,rel Y H A), which is weakly équivalent to B3^**o(X, Y rel Y H

A) by Proposition 2.1, is acyclic as well.

Our first aim is to prove:

THEOREM 2.5. If X is as above and if X-A is relatively compact, then
B Wom (X, rel A) is acyclic.

Of course, this implies that if X is any paracompact manifold then B %C&mc X
is acyclic, where Momc X is the group of ail compactly supported homeomorph-
isms of X, with the direct limit topology.

We will prove Theorem 2.5 by an inductive procédure, analogous to the
immersion-theoretic method mentioned in [6] essay V. Because it is a double
induction over X and A, we hâve to modify the scheme given there. Our starting
points are Lemmas 2.6 and 2.6' below. The inductive step is always completed by
an application of Corollary 2.4. We will often hâve occasion to use the fact that if
(X, Y) is a nice pair for which YçIntX, then the spaces B 2e#m(X,re\X-Y)
and B3KW*(Y,reldY) are identical. We will refer to this as "excision." For
convenience, we will often dénote 2fcW*(X,reldX) by 3e#m(X,re\d). Also, if
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À > 0, we will write ÀDn for the closed dise of radius À centered at the origin in
Rn.

LEMMA 2.6. B Vtom (Dn, rel d) is acyclic.

Proof. Mather proved in [11] that B Hom (Dn, rel d) is acyclic. Since

n, reld) is contractible by the Alexander trick, the resuit follows

immediately.

LEMMA 2.7. For ail n > 1 and k 0,..., n,

acyclic.

B (Sk x Dnk, rel d) is

Proof. By induction on fc. For fc 0, this follows immediately from Lemma
2.6. So, suppose it has been proved for ail fc' < fc, where fc < n. Décompose Sk as

LU M, where L is the lower dise {xeSk :xk+l<j} and M is the upper dise

{jceSk:xk+1>-|}, and let Y and A be the compléments in X SkxDn~k of
certain thickenings of L and M, respectively. For instance, we may take Y
SkxDn-k_Int(LxiDn-k) and A SkxDn~k-Int (Mx|Dn~k). Then (X, Y) is

a nice manifold pair. It follows easily from Lemma 2.6 that B Jt&m (X, rel Z) is

acyclic when Z A or Y. Similarly, using the inductive hypothesis, one sees that

B3iÉWe(X,rel YUA) is acyclic. Therefore, B 2ïW(X,rel Y H A) is acyclic by

Corollary 2.4. But, by excision, 2iÉW(X,rel Y H A) 3fcW(Sk xDn~k,relô) and

so the inductive step is complète.

LEMMA 2.8. Let (X, A) be a nice manifold pair with dXç A. Then, if (X, A)
has a finite handle décomposition, BWom(X,xz\A) is acyclic.

Proof. The proof is by induction on the number, p, of handles in a handle

décomposition

Vr-V r— r- V — V— y\Q b= -<rVi — — -**p — -**¦

Figure 2.1. Hère Y ç Sl x Dl is shaded.
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HL.

Figure 2 2

of (X, A). Hère, each handle H, X, —Xl_1 is a cleanly embedded submanifold of
X such that (H,, Ht nX,_1) (D\dDk)xDn~k for some fc. Suppose, inductively,
that we hâve proved the lemma for ail pairs (Z,B) which hâve a handle

décomposition with <p handles, and consider the pair (X, A) above. Let
(H1,HlnX0) (Dk,dDk)xDn-k and let C dénote the core Dkx\Dnk<^
DkxDnk of Ht.

Then, because dX ç A Xo, the pairs (X, Xo U C) and (X, Xo U HJ (X, Xt)
are homeomorphic. Therefore, B Wom (X, rel Xo U C) is acyclic by the inductive
hypothesis. Also, if Y X-IntH!, it is easy to see that both B3KW(X,rel Y)
and B Wom (X, rel Y U Xo U C) are acyclic. (The latter space is homeomorphic to
B Wom (Dk+i x Sn~k~\ rel d) by excision, and so is acyclic by Lemma 2.7.) It now
follows from Corollary 2.4. that B Wom (X, rel Xo) is acyclic, which complètes the
inductive step.

NOTE 2.9. The détails of the proof of Theorem C in [8] may be filled in by
the arguments of Lemma 2.7 and 2.8. Care should be taken to round off corners
properly.

We can sharpen Lemma 2.8, showing that B yt&m (X, rel A) is acyclic for any
pair where X is compact and dX ç A, by the usual trick of using a handlebody
cover of (X, A). We first remark:

LEMMA 2.10. If Ax ^ A22 • • • is a séquence of compact subsets of X with
intersection A such that B W#m{X, rel At) is acyclic for each i, then
B Vtom (X, rel A) is acyclic.

Proof. This is immédiate.

LEMMA 2.11. Let X be a compact manifold, and AçX a closed subset

containing dX. Then BMom(X,x€iA) is acyclic.
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Figure 2 3

Proof. Since 3XçA, it follows from Lemma 2.10 that we may assume that A
contains a collar neighbourhood of dX. Then X-A has a finite covering by the
interiors Ul9... ,UX of closed dises Dt,..., Dx which are cleanly embedded in
IntX. Let us suppose that the lemma has been proved for ail pairs (Y,B) as

above, where Y—B has a covering by <k such dises, and let X —A be covered by
Ux,..., Uk, where k > 1. Since Dx is cleanly embedded in Int X, it is contained in
the interior of a larger closed dise, D say. Choose a séquence L13 L2 3 • • * of
PL-submanifolds of D which hâve intersection AHD and are such that the pairs
(X, X — DUL,) ail satisfy the conditions of Lemma 2.8. Then each

B ytom (X, rel X-D U L, is acyclic. Moreover, by the inductive hypothesis
B X*m (X, rel Z) is acyclic when Z is Dx U A or Dx U A U (X-PUL,). There-
fore, by Corollary 2.4, it is acyclic when Z (D1UA)h(X-DULl)
AU(D1nLk). Hence, by Lemma 2.10, B2€om(Xyrç\A) is acyclic, which
complètes the inductive step.

In order to deal with the case when dX^A, it is convenient first to consider
pairs of the form (XxJ,Xx{0}U A xj), where A is a closed subset of X
containing dX, since this will enable us to handle the boundary région. As
analogues of Lemmas 2.6 and 2.8, we hâve:

LEMMA 2.6'. If n s> 1, B W#m (Dn x I, rel (Dn x {0} U dDn x I)) is acydic.

Proo/. It is not hard to prove that B Hom (Dn x J, rel (Dn x {0} U aDn x /)) is

acyclic, using Mather's techniques in [11]. Détails will be left to the reader. Since

^>^(DnxJ,rel(Dnx{0}UdDnx/)) is contractible by the Alexander trick, the
resuit follows.

LEMMA 2.8'. If the pair (X, A) is as in Lemma 2.8 then

B X*m(XxI9id (Xx{0}U A x/))
is acyclic.
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Proof. In the case that X has dimension 0, so that X-A is a collection of
points, this resuit is proved by Segal in [21] §2. When dim X^ 1, it may be proved
by modifying the proofs of Lemmas 2.7 and 2.8 in the obvious way, using Lemma
2.6' in place of Lemma 2.6.

With thèse préliminaires, we may now prove Theorem 2.5.

Proof of Theorem 2.5. We hâve to show that B Vtom (X, rel A) is acyclic when

X-A is relatively compact. Recall that X has the form X-B where X is

compact and B is a union of components of aX. Since X -A is relatively compact,
A must contain a neighbourhood of B in X. Therefore 3€#m(X, rel A)
%tom (X, rel A UB), and it suffices to consider the case when X is compact.

Suppose additionally that the pair (dX, A H dX) satisfies the conditions of
Lemma 2.8. By Lemma 2.10 we may also suppose that A is a product near dX,
that is, that there is a collar neighbourhood dXxI^X of aX aXx{0} such that

acyclic by Lemma 2.8'. Also, by Lemma 2.11, B Wt>m (X, rel Z) is acyclic when
Z A uaX and A uaXU Y. Therefore, since our hypothèses ensure that YU A
is a nice submanifold of X, it follows from Corollary 2.4 that B 'ffîem (X, rel A) is

acyclic.
The proof for gênerai A is completed by an inductive argument as in Lemma

2.11. Thus one argues by induction over the number of dises in aX which cover
the set dX-A. Further détails are left to the reader.

COROLLARY 2.12. BW#mDn is acyclic.

COROLLARY 2.13. The restriction map B Hom0 Dn-*B Hom0 Snl induces

an isomorphism on integer homology.

Proof. Consider the commutative diagram

B Hom0 Dn -^-* B Hom0 Sn

The vertical maps are homology équivalences by Theorem 2.5. Also, because the

map ffl#moDn-*%€omoSn~1 splits and has contractible fibre, |3 is a homotopy
équivalence. Thus a must induce an isomorphism on homology for ail coefficient
Systems on B Hom0 S""1 coming from B2t04noSn~l. Thèse coefficient Systems
will always be trivial, since B Womo S""1 is simply connected.
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Note. The same argument as that given above shows that

B Hom Dn-*B Hom Snl

is a homology isomorphism for ail local coefficients induced from B2€#mSn~l.
Now HonioS""1 is perfect (in fact simple-see [3] p. 80) and therefore any
abelian coefficient System on B Hom S""1 is induced from 7ro(^4>mSn~l). (The
définition of abelian coefficient System is given in §3.) It follows that
B HomDn^fî Hom S""1 is an abelian homology équivalence. We remark that
7r0ffi#mSn~1) Z2 if n#5 and is unknown if n 5 (see [6]).

COROLLARY 2.14. If (X, Y) is a nice pair in which Y is a compact
submanifold of Int X, then B iW* Y is weakly contractible.

Proof. By replacing X by a compact neighbourhood of Y in IntX we may
suppose that X is compact. Since both B W#*n0 (X, rel d) and B 2iW0(X, rel Y U d)

are then acyclic by Theorem 2.5, it follows from Corollary 2.3 that B gW* Y is

acyclic. However, irtB %m6* Y is abelian (see Corollary 5.5) and so the homotopy
groups of B &W* Y ail vanish. D

COROLLARY 2.15. B ^WRn is weakly contractible.

Proof. Since %m6Rn ^2£W*Rn (see [7], Theorem 1), it follows from Lemma
3.5 that B WR"^BWoRn. Consider the maps

(Rn,

It is easy to check that the inclusion i is a weak équivalence. Further, by [3], the
restriction p is a weak fibration whose fibre consists of ail embeddings which are
the identity on Dn. Since this fibre is contractible, p is a weak équivalence. Segal
considers the corresponding diagram for B Emb in [21] (2.7), (2.8) and shows that

B EmbJT Dn *^— B Emb0 (Rn, Dn)c—> B Emb0 Rn.

Thus B gW0Rn ^B %mâTDn> and the resuit follows from Corollary 2.14.

REMARK 2.16. Segal proves in [21] that if X is any compact Cr-manifold,
where 0^r^o>? then B Diffr (Xx[0,œ),relXx{0}) is acyclic. Since

is contractible, B 3Uff\X x [0, »), rel X x {0}) is acyclic too. (Hère SiïffX dénotes
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the group of Cr-diflfeomorphisms of X, with the compactopen Cr-topology.)
Therefore, if X is any manifold with trivial ends, one car» prove that B Mcm X is

acyclic by using Segal's resuit instead of Lemma 2.8'. More generally, Segal's
argument can be adapted to show that if A is any closed subset of a compact
manifold X then B DifT (Xx[0,oo),relXx{0}U A x[0,oo)) JS acyclic. Hence,
B Mom (X, rel A) is acyclic for any pair (X,A), where X is a manifold with trivial
ends and A is a closed subset of X which is a product near oo.

We finish this section by proving Theorem 1.1.

Proof of Theorem 1.1. We will show that BFS-BgWRn and then apply
Corollary 2.15.

Haefliger defines BF% in [4] II 4 to be the homotopy fibre of the 'differential'
v : BF^-*B&&fin, where Fq is the topological groupoid of germs of homeomorph-
isms of Rn with the sheaf topology and 9~ofin is the quasi-topological group of
germs at 0 of homeomorphisms of Rn which fix 0. Thus B^ojtn classifies

(numerable) microbundles. (Recall that we are working in Vogt's category <M(ê.

Since this is isomorphic to the category of quasi-topological spaces, we will
consider both &bfrn and B&hfrn to belong to it. Also, we use thick realizations
hère: see the beginning of §3.)

Consider the following commutative diagram:

B Emb Rn *^ ^

B 8W Rn < 9mâ Rn

Hère, the spaces EmbRn\Rn and WRB\RB are formed, as explained in §3

below, from the natural actions of the monoids of embeddings on Rn. The
left-hand vertical maps are the obvious bijections. The maps al9 a2 are obtained
by collapsing Rn to a point, and are weak équivalences by Lemma 3.1. The map
0! is induced by the functor ^(Emb Rn %Rn)—> Fq (notation as in §3) which is the
identity on objects and which takes the morphism m:x-^mx to the germ of m at
x. Similarly, /32 is induced by the functor which takes the morphism m:x-*mx to
the germ of fx~imjutx at 0, where jllx is translation by x. Segal shows in [21] §1 that
/3x is a weak équivalence. The map j32 is als° a weak équivalence. This is perhaps
most easily seen by considering the commutative diagram

Wom (Rn, 0)
«5
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where VC&m (Rn, 0) is the group of homeomorphisms of Rn which fix 0, with the

compact-open topology. The maps a4, a5 are the obvious inclusions, and a3 is

induced by the homomorphism which takes an élément of Vtom (Rn, 0) to its germ
at 0. Since gWRn — 3£W* (Rn, 0) by [7], the map a5 is an équivalence. Kister also
shows that B %€#m (Rn, 0) classifies microbundles over finite complexes. Hence a3
is a weak équivalence. Thus 02 *s a weak équivalence. It follows that B

as required.

§3. Homology fibrations fonned from monoids

The aim of this section is to prove Proposition 2.2. Before beginning the proof
we will recall some facts about classifying spaces of monoids. As in §2 we work in

Vogt's category Wê [24]. This is a full subcategory of the category & of
topological spaces which is convenient to use because it contains the spaces of
interest to us, and has a categorical product which commutes with quotient maps.
In fact, there is a retraction k : 3'-+%€(ê which préserves weak homotopy type and
is defined as follows: for each space X in ST the space k(X) has the same

underlying set as X and has the finest topology such that any continuous map
from a compact Hausdorff space S to X is continuous when considered as a map
S—>k(X). Thus VPê contains ail fc-spaces, and is closed under taking quotients. In
particular, if ^ is a topological category, such as the groupoid F, whose spaces of
objects and of morphisms are in 3^, then any realization of <# also belongs to 2T^.

A topological monoid M is a space (in dity with a strictly associative multiplication

MxJl-^M and identity élément e. We will assume throughout this paper
that M is good (see [19] Appendix A). This means that the inclusion e<=^Jt is a

closed cofibration. For this, it suffices that M be normal and locally contractible,
and so ail the monoids mentioned in §2 are good.

Suppose now that M acts on the left on a space Z. We dénote by <€{M\Z) the

(topological) category whose space of objects is Z and whose space of morphisms
is MxZ, where the pair (m, z) represents the morphism m :z-*mz. The realization

of this category will be called M\Z. For reasons which will soon be

apparent, we use the ordinary or "thin" realization hère, except when it is

explicitly mentioned to the contrary. When M is good, the simplicial space
associated to ^{MSZ) is also good and ail its realizations hâve the same weak

homotopy type (see [19] Appendix A). Therefore, as far as homotopy theoretic
statements go, the choice of realization for <g(M%Z) is immaterial. (However, one
must always use a thickened realization for BF. For the thin realization of BF
may well hâve a différent homotopy type from the thickened ones, and it is the
latter which classify foliations. For example, Haefliger uses the join realization in
[4], which is a thickened realization: see [21] §4.)
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We will often be in the situation when two monoids M and Jf act on Z, one on
the left and one on the right. We may form M%Z as above, and Z#Jf similarly.
If the actions of M and Jf commute, then M and Jf also act onZ//Jf and M%Z,
respectively, so that we may form M%(Z#Jf) and (M%Z)#Jf. It is not difficult
to check that thèse spaces are homeomorphic. (The proof uses the fact that
products and quotients commute in the category 2T£. See [24] 3.8.) The two
spaces * #M and M%*, where * dénotes a one point space, are also
homeomorphic, see [17] p. 83, and are called BM.

Now, recall from [9] that a coefficient System sd of abelian groups on Y is
called abelian if it is the pullback over Y-*K(G, 1) of a coefficient System on
K(G, 1), where G is an abelian group. Further, a map f:X->Y is called a

homology (resp. abelian homology, integer homology) équivalence if it induces an
isomorphism H*(X, f*M)-*H*(Y, si) for ail coefficient Systems ionY (resp. for

a 3
ail abelian Systems, for sd=Z). Finally a séquence of maps F >E >B
(where B is connected) is called a homotopy (resp. an abelian homology) fibration
séquence if there is an associated map of F into the homotopy fibre of |3 which is

a weak homotopy (resp. an abelian homology) équivalence. We will usually be
concerned with séquences of pointed spaces in which Fc fi^i*). In this situation
there is a natural inclusion of F into the homotopy fibre of 0 at *. For example, if
jfC is the kernel of the monoid homomorphism M-*Jf, then the image of B^T in
BJf is the single point B{e}. (Notice that if we had used one of the alternative
realization functors of [19], then B{e} would hâve been a large contractible space.
This would hâve complicated certain proofs (e.g. Proposition 3.8, Lemma 5.6).)

LEMMA 3.1. Suppose that Jf acts on Z on the right, and that, for each neJf,
the map z^^zn of Z to itself is a weak (resp. an abelian homology) équivalence.
Then

Z-*Z//Jf-+* //Jf

is a homotopy (resp. an abelian homology) fibration séquence.

(There are, of course, corresponding results for the other kinds of homology
équivalences.)

Proof. When Jf acts on Z by weak équivalences, it follows by applying [2]
(1.3) (1.4) (1.5) that the map Z//Jf->* //Jf is a quasifibration with fibre Z.
(Quillen proves this resuit in [17] p. 90 in the case when Jf is discrète.) When Jf
acts on Z by homology équivalences, the resuit is Proposition 2 of [9]. D. B. A.
Epstein pointed out that there are two errors in the proof given there, namely:

(i) Since the path space F in Proposition 5 need not be paracompact even if B
is, one cannot assume that B is paracompact in Proposition 6.
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(ii) Since 38 is not necessarily closed under finite intersections, it is not clear
why |38| — B in Proposition 6.

In fact, both thèse errors may be corrected by appealing to the covering
lemma [21] Proposition A.5, which is quoted as Lemma 4.2 below. For, in that
lemma take X B, let <# be the discrète category formed by the sets in 38 and
their inclusions, and let F be the inclusion functor. Then |98| is just BF. Since the
sets in 38 form a basis for the topology of B, one can, given sets Uu Uk in 38

and a point x e Ux H • • • H Uk, find a set U in 38 such that x € U c \JX H • • • H l/k.
It follows easily that each category <#x is filtering. Therefore, each space \\^x\\ is

contractible, and BF ——> B as required.

Notice that if Jf is grouplike (that is, if tto^V is a group) then any action of N on
a space is by homotopy équivalences. Hence Z—>Z#Jf—» * #N is always a

homotopy fibration séquence in this case. As an example, suppose that Z Jf.
Since JfSJf is contractible (see [18]), one obtains the following well known resuit
of Dold-Lashof [2].

LEMMA 3.2. X^ïlBJf if and only if 7tojV is a group.

Now, consider a continuous monoid homomorphism |8 of M onto Jf. Then M
acts on the left of Jf by the action n»->m*n j3(m)n, which commutes with the

right action of X on itself by multiplication, n*-*nn'. Therefore, we may form

M\J{ and {MXJf)#Jf M%(J{SJï). Since M//X is contractible, MXX//X is

weakly équivalent to BM, and by taking Z equal to MXJf in Lemma 3.1, we
obtain:

LEMMA 3.3. //, for each neN, right multiplication by n induces a weak (resp.

an abelian homology) équivalence M\N^>Jl%Jf, then the séquence

is a homotopy (resp. an abelian homology) fibration séquence.

Note. Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3 remain true if right and left actions are inter-
changed.

Let us apply this first to the map j8 :M^>M, where M is a topological monoid
which is called M when it is considered with the discrète topology. As usual, BM
dénotes the homotopy fibre of BM-+BM at the base point B{e}.

LEMMA 3.4. If ir^M is a group, then M\M^BM.
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Proof. Since M is grouplike, this follows immediately from Lemma 3.3.

Let Mo be the identity component of M.

LEMMA 3.5. If each component of M contains an invertible élément, then the

inclusion Mo%Moc:+ M%M is an équivalence. Thus BMQ — BM, and so BM is

connectée,.

Proof. Let ï :<#(M0%M0)-*<g(M%M) be the inclusion functor. We will define
a functor F:<&(M%M)-+<%(M0%M0) which is inverse to / in the sensé that
F°ï=Id and there is a natural transformation f:ï°F-*id. Thus, F is right
adjoint to L It then follows from [18] that the maps of classifying spaces induced

by I and F are mutual homotopy inverses.
Choose an invertible élément in each component of M, and, for each me M,

write 6(m) for the chosen élément in the component of m. Let F take the object
m to the object 6(m)~lm and the morphism m':m->m'm to the morphism
6(m'm)~lmt0(m):d(m)~*m-*0(mrm)~1mfm. It is easy to check that F is a

(continuous) functor. (Observe that M is locally connected because it is good.)
Further, because the following diagram commutes

0(m)"

d(m'm) v
6(m'm)~im'm > m'm,

we may define the natural transformation T by f(m) 6(m).
To see that BM0 is connected, use the exact séquence tt

tt0BM0. Since tt^Mo^ttoMo by Lemma 3.2, both tt^Mq and ir0BM0
vanish.

Let us now consider a surjection of discrète monoids |8 :M->N, with kernel
K P~l(e). Unless additional conditions are imposed, there need be no particular
relation between BK, BM and BN. (For instance, if M {(i,j):O^i^j}cZ©Z,
N {je Z; / ^ 0} and 0(i, /) /', then K fTHO) (0,0), while the fibre of BM-
B(Z©Z)—?BN^BZ is BZ^S1.) Segal proves the following proposition in [21],
§2.

PROPOSITION 3.6. Suppose that 1->K-»M > JV-» 1 is an exact séquence
of discrète monoids, and that

(i) there is a section s : N-+M such that |3 ° s id., and, for each neN, the map
k-^s(n)k is a bijection K-+($~~1(n); and
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(ii) for each neN the endomorphism cn:K-^>K defined by ks(n) s(n)cn(k) is

a weak (resp. an abelian homology) équivalence.
Then BK-+BM-+BN is a homotopy (resp. an abelian homology) fibration

séquence.

(This follows from Lemma 3.3. For condition (i) implies that the inclusion

JC\* CZ^M\N is an équivalence, and it then follows from (ii) that the map
induced on K%* by right multiplication by n is the appropriate kind of
équivalence.)

Hère is a sufficient condition for each cn to be an abelian homology équivalence.

LEMMA 3.7. Suppose that for each neN and finite subset {kl5..., kp}çK,
there is an invertible élément keK such that cn(fct) k~lktk for i 1,..., p. Then

cn acts as the identity on H#(BK, si), for ail abelian Systems si of local coefficients

on BK.

Proof. (See [21] (2.10).) If the map f:BK-+BK is induced by conjugation by
keK, then, for ail abelian Systems si of local coefficients, f*si si and / induces
the identity map H*(BK, M)-^H%(BK, si). Therefore, because the homology of a

monoid is the direct limit of the homology of its finitely generated submonoids,
the same is true for cn. D

PROPOSITION 3.8. Suppose that

K-+M-+N

is a commutative diagram of monoids and monoid homomorphisms such that K
and JC' are contained in the kernels of the homomorphisms M-+N and M'-^Jf'.
Suppose further that the bottom row is a homotopy fibration séquence in which M' is

connected, and that BK-^BM-^BN is an abelian homology fibration séquence.
Then iro$f' is an abelian group and

is an integer homology fibration séquence, where BdC' dénotes the homotopy fibre of
etc.
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Proof. The first step is to show that B3tC'-*BM'->BJff is a fibration séquence.
This is essentially well known (for instance, May proves similar results in [14]),
but I know of no convenient référence and so give a proof hère. Notice first that
because M! is assumed connected, TtçpC is a quotient of the abelian group ttxJ<'

and so is itself an abelian group. "Therefore %' is grouplike. Since the monoids M
and Jf' are connected, they are also grouplike. Hence, by Lemma 3.2, the

séquence QBT-» QBM1'-> OBJf' is équivalent to T'-» Mr^> JT and so is a

fibration séquence.
Now let F be the homotopy fibre of the map BMf-+BJff at the point B{e},

and let a be the natural inclusion BJC' C1> F. Then QF is the homotopy fibre of
the map QBM' -» QBJT' so that Qa : QBJC'-> QF is an équivalence. But BJC and

F are both connected. Hence a is an équivalence, as required."
Now, consider the commutative diagram

BK-- +BM- >BN

>BJf'

where Fo is the homotopy fibre of {2BM'-*OBNf, and similarly for the other
rows. By the previous remarks, both a0 and a3 are weak équivalences. We hâve
assumed that a2 is an abelian homology équivalence, and want to deduce that a1
is an integer homology équivalence.

Since fîl' is the homotopy fibre of BK-+B9C', the map BW-+BK is a

fibration with fibre QBdC1. Therefore, ttxBK acts on H^(QBjK') via the group
TTiB^STTo^T', which as remarked above, is abelian. Similarly, QBM'-+BM!->
BM and fLBX'-*BJ>C'->BN are fibrations, from which it follows that Fo-^Fi-*
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F2 is, also. Moreover, it is easy to check that Fx is the homotopy fibre of F2-*F3.
Therefore, 7rtF2 acts on H*(F0) via the abelian group ir1F3 7r1JB35f'. The resuit
now follows by comparing the homology spectral séquences for the fibrations
nBW->B%;'-*BK and F0-*F1-*F2.

Proof of Proposition 2.2. Let M be Hom0 (X, Y, rel A) and N be

Emb*(Y, rel A), and let K be the kernel of the restriction piM-^N. Then it is

easy to see that any section s for which ($° s id satisfies the first condition of
Proposition 3.6. The second condition is also satisfied. For, if {ku..., fcp} is a

finite subset of K as in Lemma 3.7, there is a neighbourhood U of YU A in X
which is disjoint from the support of each fc,. By the isotopy extension theorem
[3], each embedding neN extends to a homeomorphism heM with support in U.
Thus s(n)cn(K) Ks(n) hklh-ls(n) s(n)k-1klK where fc h~1s(n)€K Therefore

BK-^BM-^BN is an abelian homology fibration séquence, as required.
Now, let M! be Xomo (X, Y, rel A), and JC be gW? Y, rel A), and let dC be

the kernel of the restriction M-*Jf. Then M! is connected and 9C'-+Mr-*JP is a

homotopy fibration séquence by [3]. It remains to identify B%' with B3fc*fOx
(X, relYUA). But clearly %' is weakly équivalent to 3KW(X,rel YU A) H

VComo (X, Y, rel A), as we see by using a collar on the frontier of Y Let us
dénote the monoid 2iÉW(X,rel YUA)n2iWo(X, Y, rel A) by 3if. Thus % is a

union of components of the group 3£W(X, rel YU A). Because ttç^K^ttç^C' is a

group, % must in fact be a group. Notice also that K is just % with the discrète

topology. It is easy to see that BJC^BJC. It follows that B%^B%\ By Lemma
3.5, which we may apply because % is a group, B3C — B3C0. Since 3f0

rel Y U A), the resuit follows.

§4. On monoids of homeomorphisms which embed a submanifold in itself

In this section we will prove Proposition 2.1. Since B %€omo(X, rel A) —

B %to*n (X, rel A) by Lemma 3.5, it suffices to show that if (X, Y) is a nice pair
and if (Fr Y) — A is relatively compact in X then the inclusion
B Ve&mo (X, Y, rel A)<=^B Moms (X, rel A) is a weak équivalence. Our argument
uses the compactness condition and the fact that Y has the same dimension as X.
For purposes of comparison, consider the situation when Y is a single point {y0}
and X [0,1]. Then Mom^ (X, {y0}) is a contractible group, and by comparing the

fibrations ^^->fî^^^BHom0 for X and (X,{y0}) one sees that
(X, {y0} # ^B 3^o X.
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Proposition 2.1 is a conséquence of the following lemma.

115

LEMMA 4.1. Let M be a connected submonoid of a topological group <& which
is contained in an open subset °U of ^, and suppose that the following conditions are

satisfied :

(i) the inclusion M -*°U is a weak équivalence;
(ii) for ail ge% g^ç^ if and only if geM;
(iii) if zeg^Dh^ for some z,g9he^, then there is fe^ such that zef&ç

is a weak équivalence.Then, the inclusion

Before proving this, let us apply it to our situation. So, ^ 2fcW*o (X, rel A)
and M 3fcW0 (X, Y rel A). In order to define % recall that, because Y is cleanly
embedded in X, the frontier, Fr Y, of Y in X is bicollared in X. Choose a bicollar
Fr Yx[-1,2], with Fr Yx[0, 2]ç Y and Fr Yx{0} identified with FrYçX, and
for each A e[0, 2] let Yx be the submanifold Y-(Fr Yx[0, A)). Without loss of
generality, we may assume that A HFr Yx[-1,2] is a product. We now define ^
to be the component of the set {ge^: gCY^c: Y} which contains the identity
élément, where Y dénotes the relative interior Y-Fr Y of Y. Then °U is open
because (Fr YJ -A is relatively compact. Also, M ç % and it is not difficult to see
that conditions (i) and (ii) above are satisfied. Thus it remains to prove (iii). Now
the hypothesis of (iii) implies that ziYJ^gi^HhiY). Since (FrY^-A is

relatively compact and Y is open, there is A€[0,1) such that z(Yk)^
g(Y)nh(Y). Also, because z,g and h are the identity near A, there is a
continuous function i/r:Fr Y—»[0, A] such that A HFr Yçlnt i/T^O), and z, g,
and h are ail equal to the identity on {^([O, A))}x[0,1]. Put Y%l/

V-{yx[O,i/Ky)):yeFr Y}. (See Figure 4.1). Then Yj^^Y^, and z(Y*)ç:
g(Y)Hh(Y). Moreover, there is a shrinking map w, which is homotopic to the

FrY
the boundary of Y<p

FrYx[0,1] FrYxU

Figure 4.1
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identity and is such that w id on Yi U A and w( Y) g Y^,. Then w~l e % so that
zezwt Clearly, zw^çg^nfi^. Thus ail the conditions of Lemma 4.1 are
satisfied, and so it follows that B Womo (X, Y, rel A)« B S^V^o (X, rel A).

The proof of Lemma 4.1 has several steps. Notice first that, by condition (ii),
M (which, as usual, means M taken with the discrète topology) acts on % by
multiplication on the left, so that we may form M%°U as in §3. Since M — % it
follows from [19] Prop A.l(ii) that the inclusion M%Mc:+M\aU is a weak

équivalence. Therefore, by Lemma 3.4, it suffices to prove that the inclusion
M%°UC1*G\(& is a weak équivalence. Now recall from the proof of Lemma 3.3

that, in order to understand the map P*:BM-+BJ{, we enlarged BM Ji% * to
(M%Jf)fJf, and looked at the projection (M\Jf)SJf-+ * //M instead of p*. In
exactly the same way, we hère enlarge M%ÛU, replacing it by the équivalent space
(M%aUxG)J'G, where we suppose that M acts on °UxG diagonally by
m :(u, g)*-+(mu, mg), and that G acts on the right by h :(u, g)>-*(u, gh). Notice
that thèse actions of M and G commute, so that (M%6UxG)SG^
M\(°UxGSG) can be formed as in §3. Now, M^^xG lies over <é. In other
words, the map <&xG—><£ given by (u, g)^->g~1u takes each M-orbit
{(mu, mg) : m e M} in °Ux G to the single point g"1 m, and so extends naturally to a

projection Tr:M\GUxG-*cê. Further, if we suppose that G acts on ^ by
fi :gi—»fi~1g, then the map n is G-equivariant and so gives rise to a map

Consider the following diagram:

(Hère, the bottom row is formed just as the top, and ail vertical maps are
inclusions.) Clearly, the conclusion M%aU~G\<& will follow, once we show that
the projections ttiM^^xG-»^ and tt':G%($xG-+<& are weak équivalences.
To do this, we need the following covering lemma, which is proved by Segal in
[21], Prop. (A.5).(2) We will use the thick realization |||| hère to be consistent with
[21]. Since ail realizations of <té(M\°UxG) are équivalent, this is permissible.

2 Philip Trauber has also given a proof of this (unpublished), in a rather différent spirit. Readers of
Segal's proof should note that the définition of the sets Vv given in §5 is not quite correct. One could
define them as follows. For each simplex or in (C) let Vv be the union of the (closed) stars of the
vertices of cr in the first barycentric subdivision of the simplicial complex (C). Put V^ Int V^. Then
Y* rï ^r= ^<rnT» anc*tne ^«r form an open covering of (C). It is not too hard to show that the space
y~ U<r€<c> F<rx V<s nas tne desired properties.
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LEMMA 4 2 Let ^ be a category and F a functor from <g to the discrète

category of open subsets of a space X and their inclusions For each x e X, define <#x

as the full subcategory of <& spanned by the objects a such that x e F(a) Let XF be

the reahzatwn of the topological category whose objects are pairs (a, x) with
a e Obj ^,xe F(a), and where there are morphisms (a, x)-^(|3, y) only if x y, in
which case they correspond to the morphisms a-*(3 in <# A projection ir XF—>X is

defined by (a, x)»->x If \\^x\\ is contractible for ail xeX, then tt is a weak
homotopy équivalence

To apply this, let <# be the category <g(M%G), where M acts on G by
multiplication on the left, and let F be the contravanant functor, which takes the

object g € G to the open set g 1<JU in ^, and takes the morphism m g —» mg to the
inclusion g 1(JU-*g lm laU Clearly XF is just M\°UxG Therefore, in order to

prove that M\°UxG-^<ê is a weak équivalence, we need only check that each

H^JI is contractible We may think of <#x as the category of the partially ordered
set Gx, whose objects are {ge G xeg l(JU} and where g<h if and only if
g %çfi l% or equivalently, if and only if hg leM (Thèse are the same by
condition (n) of Lemma 4 1) But condition (m) of Lemma 4 1 implies that every
pair of éléments of Gx has a common lower bound Hence ^x is filtenng and so
has contractible reahzation see [17] p 85 The resuit follows

Exactly the same argument applies to show that G\^xG—»^isan équivalence

(This may be proved more easily by noticing that the catégories ^(G %<& x G)
and ^({e}%^) are équivalent, so that G%cêxG^{e}%^^(^ Hère, {e}
dénotes the trivial group This complètes the proof of Proposition 2 1

§5. On monoids of embeddings

In this section we prove the versions of Propositions 2 1 and 2 2 which are
used in [8] §3 That paper deals with monoids of Cr -embeddings rather than

groups of homeomorphisms, and, because the proofs given above use the fact that
%€om(X, relA) is a group instead of just a monoid, they do not îmmediately
extend to this case

Before gomg further, ît is convenient to change our notation shghtly We will
work m the Cr -category for some r in the range 0< r <o° For any Cr-mamfold X,
and closed subsets Yl9 Yk, A of X, we dénote by ?W (X, Yl9 Yk, rel A)
the monoid of ail Cr-self-embeddings of X which take each Y, into îtself and are
the îdentity near A, with the Cr-version of the topology defined m §2 Its îdentity
component is %*n60 (X, Yl9 Yk, rel A), and, as usual, we wnte
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Emb0 (X, Yl9..., Yfc,rel A) for the corresponding discrète monoid. Let X* de-
note the union of X with a collar neighbourhood of dX. Thus X*
XnaxdXx[0, 1]. Then we define Embg(X, Yl9 Yk,rel A) to be the quotient
Emb (X*, X, Yl9..., Yk9 rel A)/-, where h ~ h' if and only if h h' near X (The
label "g" indicates that Emb8X consists of germs of self-embeddings.) The
monoid Emb§ (X, Yl9..., Yk, rel A) is defined similarly. Notice that, if X is

compact, Embg X is just the Cr-analogue of the monoid Emb** X defined in §2.

We write B %*nS$ (X, Yl9..., Yk, rel A) for the homotopy fibre of the map
B Embg (X, Yl9..., Yk9 rel A)-^B £W0 (X, Yl9..., Yk9 rel A). Notice that if X
is compact, the obvious restriction maps B &W8, (-X, rel A)—»B gW0 (^ rel A)-»
B ^Wo (Int X, rel A) are weak équivalences. (This is proved in Proposition 5.7 at
the end of this section.) It is convenient to use B &W§ rather than B gW0
because the conditions of Lemma 3.7 hold for Emb8, but not for Emb0: see the

proof of Proposition 5.1 below. As in §2, we will say that (X, Y) is a nice manifold
pair if X is a Cr -manifold, possibly with boundary, and if Y is a Cr-cleanly
embedded submanifold of X, which may hâve codimension 2 corners if r ^ 1, and
which has the same dimension as X. Thus we again make no compactness
assumptions, although in practice X will usually be compact. Finally we remark
that, because monoids of Cr-embeddings hâve the homotopy type of CW
complexes when r^l [15], ail weak équivalences involving such monoids are in fact
homotopy équivalences.

We prove the following versions of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2.

PROPOSITION 5.1. 1/ (X, Y) is a nice manifold pair such that X is compact,
and if A is any closed subset of X, then the inclusion

B ?«t4g (X, Y, rel A) ^B gWg (X, rel A)

is a weak équivalence.

PROPOSITION 5.2. If X, Y, and A are as in Proposition 5.1, then

Y,rel A)--»B gWg(Y,rel A)

is an integer homology fïbration séquence. Moreover, ttxB %mâo(Y, rel A) acts

trivially on H*(B 9m% (X, rel YU A); Z).
In order to prove thèse propositions we need some information about

7TXB Emb§ (X, Y, rel A). Let A' be the union of A with ail components of X-A
which do not intersect dX and let A" (X-A')UA. Then A'UA" X and

A'HA" A. Also Embg(X,relA) Embg(X,relA')xEmbg(X,relA//), where,
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because dXçA", the monoid Embg (X, rel A") is, in fact, the group of
diffeomorphisms Diffo(X,rel A").

LEMMA 5.3. If X-A is relatively compact, then ttxB Embg(X,rel A)
Diffo(X,relA").

Proof. We must show that ttxB Embg (X, rel A') 0. Since for any discrète
monoid M the image of M in ttxBM générâtes the group ttxBM, it suffices to
show that if 6 is any homomorphism of M Emb§(X, rel A') to a group, then 0

maps M onto the identity élément, {e}.
Let T be a covering of X-A' by open sets whose closures are each

diffeomorphic to the closed half-disc D+ (where n=dimX and D"
{x6Dn:xn>0}). Then, by [3] if r 0 and [16] if r>l, M is generated by
embeddings with support in some VeV. Moreover, because each component of
X-A' intersects dX, there is, for each VeY, an embedding mve
Embg (X, rel A') such that VH mv(X) 0. (If 7 is a Cr-path in X-A' connect-
ing dX to V, we may take mv to be an embedding which is the identity outside a

neighbourhood of V U 7 and which is the resuit of poking X along 7.) Therefore,
for any élément neM with support in V, we hâve nmv mv, so that
0(n)0(mv) 6(mv). Since 0 is a homomorphism into a group, 6(n) e. Thus,
because thèse éléments n generate M, 6 maps M onto {e}.

LEMMA 5.4. If (X, Y) is a nice pair and X-A is relatively compact, then

ttxB Embg (X, Y, rel A') 0 and

ttxB Embg (X, Y, rel A) s ttxB Diff0 (X, Y, rel A").

Note. It is not necessarily true that ttxB Diff0 (X, Y, rel A") Diff0 (X, rel A").
For example, if X is the circle S1 and Y is a contractible arc in S1, there is an
exact séquence

0-+Z Diffo(S\ Y)->DiffoS1->0.
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In fact, 7r1B Diffo(S\ Y) is isomorphic to the group of orientation preserving
periodic diffeomorphisms of R. This follows because, by the C°°-version of
Proposition 2.1, the map B Diffo(S\ Y)-*B DiffoS1 has the same fibre as

B2iffo(S\ Y)-»B®iff0S\ Since 2iffo(S\ Y) is contractée, while ^S1-
S1, this fibre is just S1.

Proof of Lemma 5.4. Again, we must show that tt1BM 0, where M
Embg (X, Y, rel A'). The proof is similar to that of Lemma 5.3, except that, if 7
crosses dY, the mv constructed there need not take Y into Y. To get around this
difficulty, let us suppose that the closure of each VeY intersects at most one
component of d Y, and for each V choose 7 so that it crosses dY a finite number
of times and ends at a point of VC\ Y, if Vfl Y#0. Then, let jv be the number
of times 7 crosses d Y if V lies entirely in the same component of X-dY as the
end point of 7, and let it be this number plus 1 otherwise. We will prove that
6(n) e, for ail ne M with support in V, by induction on jv. For, if jv^l, the
embeddings mv with Vnmv(X)=0 may be constructed to lie in M. Thus

nmv mv for ail n e M with support in V, which implies, as before, that 0(n) e.

Suppose this statement has been proved for ail V with jv < j0 and let Vo hâve

jv0~jo> Then there is a half-disc V slightly further down 7 with jv, — jo~ 1- (See

Fig. 5.2.) We may assume that V' lies either entirely inside or entirely outside Y.

The arc 7 crosses dY at most once in between Vo and V. If V'ç Y, there is a

diffeomorphism meM such that m(V0)= V. Therefore, if noeM has support in
Vo, there is n'eM with support in V such that mn0 n'm. Since 0(ri) e by the
inductive hypothesis, 6(no) e as well. In the case where V'fl Y= 0, there is a

diffeomorphism me M which takes V onto Vo, and the argument proceeds
similarly. This complètes the inductive step. D

COROLLARY 5.5. IfX-Ais relatively compact, then

ir1B^Wg(X, Y,relA')
is abelian.

Figure 5.2
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Proof. By Lemma 5.4 it is a quotient of the abelian group
X, Y,relA').

We can now prove a spécial case of Proposition 5.2.

LEMMA 5.6. Suppose that (X, Y) is a nice manifold pair such that Y is a

compact submanifold in Int X, and let Z be any closed subset of Y. Then

B £Wg (X, rel YU A)-»B gWg (X, Y, Z, rel A)-*B SWg (Y, Z, rel A)

is an integer homology fibration séquence. Moreover, ttx{B %m6§{Y, Z, rel A)) acts

trivially on H*(B gWg (X, rel YU A); Z).

Proof. Let us adopt the notation of Proposition 3.8. Thus, we write M for
Embg (X, Y, Z, rel A), N for Embg (Y, Z, rel A), and K for the kernel of M-+N.
Similarly, M' is 8Wo(X, Y, Z, rel A), jV" is gW0(Y,Z,rel Y n A) and W is the
kernel of M'-*Jf'. Then, yC'->M'~+N' is a homotopy fibration séquence. Also,
because Y ç Int X, every embedding in Embg (Y, Z, rel A) extends to a

difïeomorphism of X. It is easy to check that if, for each neN, we choose s(n) to
be some difïeomorphism in ($~l(n)y then condition (i) of Proposition 3.5 is
satisfied. Condition (ii) is also satisfied (see the proof of Proposition 2.2 given at
the end of §3). Therefore, by Propositions 3.6 and 3.8, the séquence JB3ST—»

BM'-*BJf' is an integer homology fibration séquence. We now hâve to identity
BjK' with BgW§(X,rel YUA) as was done in the proof of Proposition 2.2
mentioned above.

Let 3!T gW(X,rel YUA)nW0(X, Y, rel A). Then, by a collaring
argument, we hâve as before that 3Sf'~3f. Also tto^C tto^(' is a group. However 3f
itself will not be a group in gênerai, and so, in order to apply Lemma 3.5, we must
check that each component of jK contains an invertible élément. To see this, let g
be in %. By définition of 3if, there is an isotopy g,, 0^ t ^ 1, in £W0 (X, Y, rel A)
with g0 id and g! g. Since Y is a compact submanifold in the interior of X, we

may extend gt | Y, 0^ f ^ 1, to an isotopy gt in @iff0 (X, rel A). Then gx is in 3£,

and is isotopic to g by the isotopy gigr1^, 0^ t ^ 1. Because g~xgt id on Y, the
éléments g and gt lie in the same component of $f. Therefore, we may apply
Lemma 3.5 to 3îf. Hence BW =« B %*n6l (X, rel Y U A) as required. This complètes
the proof of the first half of the lemma.

It remains to show that tt^JC acts trivially on H*(BJC;Z). Let A' be the
union of A with ail components of Y-A which do not intersect dY and let
A" (X-A')UA. Then X A'UA" and AT)A" A. Since X-Y^A\ the
spaces BM! and B Jf' split as products: BM B gWg (X9 Y, Z, rel A') x
Bâty%(Y,Z,relA") and BJff B %mé§(Y, Z,rel A')xB®€ff0(Y, Z,rel A").
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Therefore it suffices to consider the case when A=A'. By Lemma 5.4,

irjB Embg (Y, Z,rel A') 0, and so ir2BJff surjects onto ir^JT. Notice that
7r2BJf' iT1Jf', because Jfr is connected (see Lemma 3.2). Since ttojK is a group, it
follows from Lemma 3.4 that BJC — KXJC. Similarly, because both M' and Xr are
connected, BM — M\M! and BJf'^N%Jf'. Therefore, we hâve a diagram

K%X

where F is the homotopy fibre of M%M'-^N%Jf' and a is an inclusion, and we
must show that TTtJff acts trivially on H*(K\ïï)z=H*(F).

We first claim that the action of ttxJ{' on H*(K%3£) may be described as

follows. Let t(i), 0^ f =ss 1, be a loop in J{' based at e which represents the élément
A of tï^jV", and let be a lifting of l to M! with ?(0) e, chosen so that 2(1) is the

identity near Y. Then ?(1) is in X, and so acts on K\JC by multiplication on the

right. We claim that this induces the action of À on H*(K\JC). To justify this,
observe that the éléments of F are pairs (z,p), where zeM%Mf and p(t),
0^ t ^ 1, is a path in NXJf' with p(0) e and p(l) p(z). The loop l acts on F by
(z, p)*-+(z, t~l ° p), where l~x ° p is the path obtained by going first round l~x and
then along p. It is easy to check that this action is homotopic to (z, p)*-*{z • /(l),
{t~x ° p) • £). Hère (t~x ° p) - is the product of the paths t~l ° p and i, which is

defined because Jf' acts on N\^' by right multiplication. If p is the constant path
then (t~l ° p) • l is a loop which canonically contracts to the constant loop.
Therefore, because a(K\3fC)<^{(z,p)eF:p is constant}, there is a homotopy
commutative diagram

multby^(l)

as claimed.
It remains to show that multiplication by /(l) induces the identity map on

H*(K%JC). Consider, for each open neighbourhood U of YUA, the subgroups

Ku={keK:k id on 17} and Xv ={keïï:k id on U} of K and % respec-
tively. Clearly, it suffices to show that right multiplication by ?(l):Ku\3Sfu->

is homotopic to the inclusion map. It follows from the isotopy extension
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theorem that we may choose the lifting 2 so that ?(1) has support in U-(YUA).
Then 2(1) commutes with 3CV. Therefore, there is a natural transformation T,
from the inclusion functor ï:(Ku%3ffu)c^(K%d'{) to the right multiplication
functor JR(?(1)), which is defined by f(fc) ?(l), for ail keïïjj. It follows as in
Lemma 3.5 that the maps induced by / and R(?(l)) are homotopic. This
complètes the proof of Lemma 5.6.

Proof of Proposition 5.1. If 3X= 0, this is just the Cr-version of Proposition
2.2. Therefore we may suppose that X is connected and has dX#0. Further if A'
and A" are as in Lemma 5.3, then B gW§(X, rel A) is the product
B %m6l (X,rel A')x B &W§ (X, rel A"), and_ similarly for B gWg (X, Y,rel A).
But the inclusion B 3Wg (X, Y, rel A")C^B 3W§ (X, rel A") is a weak équivalence

by the Cr-version of Proposition 2.1, because dXçA", so that
Emb|(X, rel A") is a group. Therefore it suffices to prove that the inclusion
B £W§ (X, Y, rel A')^>B gWg (X, rel A') is a weak équivalence.

Let S be the double of X, and consider the diagram:

B2tiff0 (S, rel X)-*B2iff0 (S, X, Y, rel A')-*B £W§ (X, Y, rel A')

0 (S, rel X)-*B2iffQ (S, X, rel A')->B gW§ (X, rel A').

Hère jt is a (weak) équivalence. To see this, let i be the inclusion

B9tffo(S9X,rélA')<=*B9€ffo(S,relA'). This is an équivalence by the Cr-
version of Proposition 2.1. The proof of this proposition given in §4 may be easily
adapted to show that the composite i° jr is an équivalence as well. In fact, in
order to apply Lemma 4.1 in this case one only has to find a suitable open
neighbourhood ^ of M=9iffQ{S, X, Y, rel A') in <ê ®iffo{S,re\A'). Because
(X, Y) is a nice pair, one can define sets Xk and Yx much as before and then put
°il equal to the set of éléments g such that gCXJcz X and g( Y^c Y. Thus /\ is an
équivalence. Our aim is to show that j2 is also an équivalence.

By Lemma 5.6 both rows in the diagram are integer homology fibration
séquences in which Tr^base) acts trivially on H^(fibre). Moreover both the groups
îr^base) are abelian by Corollary 5.5. By comparing the exact séquences of terms
of low degree in the spectral séquences associated to the rows, one sees that j2
induces an isomorphism on Ht( • ; Z). Therefore, it induces an isomorphism on

tï\. By considering the corresponding fibrations over the universal covers of the
base spaces and comparing spectral séquences there (cf. [10] XI), one finds that j2
induces an isomorphism on the integer homology of the universal covers. Hence it
is a (weak) équivalence, as required.
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Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let X* be the union of X with a collar neighbour-
hood of dX as before, and consider the following commutative diagram:

B £Wg (X*, rel YU A)-»B 9méi (X*, Y, rel A)-*B gWg (Y, rel A)

¦]¦ ¦]¦ II

BgWg(X*,X,rel YUA)->6 W0(X*,X, Y, rel A)->B &«45(Y, rel A)

B gW§ (X, rel Y U A)-*B %mé% (X, Y, rel A)-*B SWg (Y, rel A).

Now j\ is an équivalence by Proposition 5.1 which we hâve just proved. A
similar argument shows that j2 is an équivalence. We will see in a moment that
both the restriction maps px, p2 are équivalences. Proposition 5.2 will then follow
because Lemma 5.6 applies to the top row.

To prove that px is an équivalence, it suffices to show that the corresponding
maps for %mâ0 and B Embg are équivalences. But

9mâo (X*, X, rel Y U A)-»9mSo (X, rel Y U A)

is a weak fibration with fibre &W0 (X*, rel X), and so is an équivalence because
the monoid 9mâ0 (X*, rel X) is contractible. The space B Embg (X*, rel X) is also

contractible, and, by applying Proposition 3.6, it follows that the map on B Embg
is also an équivalence. (Détails of this argument may be found in [21] (2.7).) Thus

Pi is an équivalence. Similarly, p2 is an équivalence.

This complètes the proof of the main propositions used in [8]. We end this
section by looking at the effect of "boundary conditions" on B

PROPOSITION 5.7. // A is a closed subset of the compact manifold X, then
the restriction maps

B &Wg (X, rel A)->B %mâ0 (X, rel A)-+B %mê0 (Int X, rel A)

are (weak) équivalences.

Proof. Segal proves in [21] Proposition 2.8 that the restriction maps

B Embg X-»B Emb0 X-»B Emb0 (Int X)

are équivalences. His argument uses the manifold X*, which is the union of X
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with a collar on dX. If we assume that A A* Pi X, where A* is a closed subset of
X* which is a product near the collar X* - X, then his argument adapts easily to
show that

B Embg (X, rel A) -^ B Emb0 (X, rel A) -^-> B Emb0 (Int X, rel A).

However, any A which is a product near dX has this form. Therefore, by an
obvious limiting argument, the above équivalences hold for ail A.

To complète the proof it remains to show that the restriction
gW0(X, rel A)-*%m60 (Int X, rel A) is a weak équivalence. Again, we may
assume that A is a product near X* - X. Consider the diagram

%mâ0 (Int X*, rel A) *-^&W?0 (Int X*, X, rel A) -^-» %mâQ (X, rel A)

:X,relA)T

where <p is the isomorphism induced by a diffeomorphism
<p : (Int X*, A*)-^->(Int X, A) which pushes the collar X*-X into X. As in the

proof of Proposition 5.2 above, the restriction p2 is a weak équivalence. Also, i is

a weak équivalence because any compact subset of %mâ0 (Int X*, rel A) may be
déformation retracted into £W0 (Int X*, X, rel A). (In fact, if A n(X*-X) 0,
it is not difficult to define a homotopy inverse for i.) Finally, note that the
restrictions of i and <p ° px to any compact subset of %mâo(IntX*, X, rel A) are
homotopic. When AD(X*-X)=0, an explicit homotopy ifo from i to <p°Pi
may be defined as follows. Let <px be an isotopy in &WX*, with <p1 id and
<Po (p, which takes X* onto XUdXxfO, A] for ail O^X^l, and then put

It follows that px is a weak équivalence. Hence p3 is too.

Note. Taking X Dn in Proposition 5.7 we find that B^^nê^Dn —

B %m6QDn—B %m60Rn. It is easy to adapt the proof of Proposition 1.1 given at
the end of §2 to show that B%m60Rn^Brrn (notation as in [8]). Hence
B gWo Dn - BF». This resuit is the starting point of the inductive argument of
[8].
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Appendix: Erratum to [8]

The following two mistakes occur in [8].
(i) The thin realization of BF was used. This is incorrect because, as was noted

at the beginning of §3, the thin realization may well hâve the wrong homotopy
type.

(ii) Lemmas 1 and 2 rely on Proposition 2.8 of [20], whose proof contains a

small error.
There are also some misprints, namely:

(a) p. 431 line -3 and p. 433 line 6: replace fx by /x;
(b) p. 434 line 9: replace B Emb by B Embg;
(c) p. 435 line 9 should read "morphism m:s-^ms'";
(d) p. 439 line 7: replace E(Xx Y)%g(Xx Y)x Y by

«(£(Xx Y)\%(Xx Y)xY)
and similarly on lines 8 and 11 ;

(e) p. 443 line 3: replace Embo(Y,rel A) by %4n60(Y,re\ A);
(f) p. 444 line 8: A Yo not A + Yo.

The errors mentioned in (i) and (ii) above may be corrected in the following
way.

(i) If we use the thick realization |||| of [19] Appendix A instead of the thin
realization then, because ail the monoids considered in [8] are good, the only
thing which will be affected is the construction of the commutative diagram (t) in
Proposition 1. As before, we start from the diagram (**) of catégories and
functors:

We will realize this diagram using the thick realization for the top row and the

thin realization for the bottom row. Notice that ^(E^gxX)!! is homeomorphic
to ||^(E%^)||xX. We therefore get a diagram:
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We will see in (ii) below that [20] Proposition 2.8 holds for the thick realization.
Therefore Lemma 1 holds for this realization. Also, Lemma 2 holds for the thin
realization because ail the simplicial spaces involved are good. Therefore,
v:\\r(X)\\-»\(S€(X)\ is a model for BT^BGL. Let L be the pull-back over t of
the Hurewicz fibration associated to v, and consider the commutative diagram

\\<€{e%X)\\

where p is the obvious projection. As before, the inclusion y gives rise to a

canonical section s0 of L. Observe that p :\\<^(e\X)\\—^X is a product bundle with
contractible fibre ^(e^e)!!. We will dénote its image in L by D. Then so(X)<^ D,
and D contracts fibrewise onto so(X).

We now define 5^(X) to be the space of continuous sections of L over X with
the compact-open topology. If U c X is open, let ^(X, relD 17) (resp. ^(X, rel U))
be the subspace of Sf(X) consisting of sections which take values in D (resp. equal
s0) over U. Finally, if A ci X is closed, define Sf(X, relD A) to be the direct limit
lim 6^(X, relD 17), where U runs over ail open neighbourhoods of A in X, with the
direct limit topology. Define Sf(X, rel A) similarly. Then it is not hard to check
that the inclusion ^(X,rel A)c=*5^(X,relD A) is a (weak) équivalence. (This
follows because S?(X, relD U) déformation retracts into <?(X9 rel V) whenever U
and V are open sets such that Vc U.)

Observe that diagram (#) gives rise to a map fx:E%^-^^(X) just as before.
This map behaves well under restriction to a submanifold Y. Also, one can check
that fx takes E(X,rel A)\g(X,rel A) to ^(X,relDA). Therefore, given Y, Z,
and A as in Proposition 1, we hâve a strictly commutative diagram:

BgWa(Y,relZUA) jB »^(Y,Z,rel A) —> B %*nôl(Z,re\ A)
j i i

#>(Y,relDZUA) > #>(Y,relDA) > 5^(Z,relDA)
î- î- J"

5P(Y,relZUA) > 5P(Y,relA) > Sf(Z, rel A),

where the top row is formed using thick realizations. The bottom row is a

homotopy fibration séquence by [8] Lemma 3. Therefore, the middle row is, too.
We may now apply ail the arguments of [8] using this diagram instead of diagram
(t), and hence prove ail the theorems in [8].
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(ii) We will prove [20] Proposition 2.8 using the thick realization || • || and

assuming that the spaces of objects and morphisms of the category C are in 3f^.
Then the spaces ||C|| and ||£C0||X|,EQj,||C|| are homeomorphic, and it is enough to
show that tt :||EC0||->||EC0|| is shrinkable. (The notation is as in [20].) The original
proof fails at this point because the sets {EUa}aeA do not form a covering of EC0.
In fact, one can construct a section s of tt as follows. Choose a well-ordenng of A
and a partition of unity <pa subordinate to the covering U. If y (x0,..., xk ;

t0,..., tk) is an élément of ||-EC0||, where the xx are in Co and £( *i 1> set

s(v) ((x0, a(0,1)),..., (x0, a(0, p0)), (xl9 a(l, 1)),..., (xk, a(k, pk));

where, for each i, the a(i, /), 1^/^p,, are chosen so that a(i, 1)< • • • <a(i, p,)
and Zj<P«(m)0O= 1- Notice that s is well defined since degeneracies are not
collapsed when the thick realization is formed. (Thus in ||JBC0|| the éléments
(x, x, y; f0, tl912) and (x, y; to+tt, t2) are not the same unless either t0 or t1 equals
0.) It is now easy to see that ||£C0|| contracts fibrewise onto the image of s. Hence

tt is shrinkable, as claimed.
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